Campus bank chances good

Students and staff can now look forward to a campus bank after action taken Sept. 18 by the Finance Committee of the Board of Governors of the California State University and Colleges.

They passed a resolution in favor of allowing California State Universities and Colleges to install banking facilities on their campuses. This resolution was passed unanimously Sept. 18 by the Board of Trustees. There were abstentions from members directly involved in the banking industry.

According to Bobbi Fisland, chairman of the University Union Board of Governors, it is impossible to say when the bank will actually be opened, but he hopes that it will be open by spring quarter.

President Robert C. Kennedy must first appeal to the University Chancellor Glenn Davies for permission to open a bank on campus. Davies will decide if the campus has met the criteria required for installing a bank.

Requirements include that the campus must have nonstate funded facilities to house the bank. The University Union is student funded. Another criterion is that the banking services should be available to all students, staff and organizations of the college community.

If Davies decides the campus has the appropriate facilities for a bank, the State Superintendent of Banks must approve of a specific bank to be installed on campus.

Plottin said that for that reason it is hard to say now what bank will be approved. The bank must then negotiate with the University Union on the price of rent and other operating fees. Finally, the board of the bank, composed of students from the Cal State Board of Trustees, must be established.

According to John Holley, All president, the Trustees’ resolution is more than just a personal victory for the student body on this campus. He said it is a victory for all campuses in the California State University and College system, because now all may apply for banking facilities in their student unions. Today believes that this resolution opens the door for another very essential student service.

Tarzan packs audience, hero's success explained

Tarzan, and his role in the realm of literary super-heroes, was explored yesterday in the first Arts and Humanities lecture of the fall quarter.

Michael Orth, of the English Department and a Tarzan enthusiast for several years, presented the talk entitled "Tarzan of the Apes; or Through the American Mind with Cameras, Guns and Knives." All go with the actual background of the creation of the popular Edgar Rice Burroughs character, Orth went on to suggest some of the underlying aspects of our culture that contributed to Tarzan's widespread acceptance.

Tarzan's undeniably dominant culture in the primitive natural world of the jungle fit perfectly with western man's enslavement with the man-against-nature theme.

The incredible popularity of the character since his creation in 1913 established a story format that Burroughs was never able to escape. Tarzan stories, though immensely popular provided his only success. Following a very simple plot, Burroughs wrote over one hundred Tarzan stories which sold more than one hundred million copies in the English editions alone! Burroughs wrote over a period from 1913 to 1948 and persistently maintained that he only wrote stories to entertain humans.

The talk by Orth put the Arts and Humanities lecture series off to an encouraging start. Room 101 of the College Union was filled early, with students in the aisles and surrounding the speaker. The series, which is scheduled for college hour throughout the quarter is sponsored by the School of Communications Arts and Humanities.
A question of diplomas

Dear Editor:

I can hold my silence no longer. I have watched with a feeling of helplessness, as the higher education system in this state has been slowly emasculated.

The latest indignity to be heaped upon the system is too much for me to remain silent any longer. A few months ago with a great deal of pomp and ceremony the state colleges were transformed into Universities.

It would appear, however, that the key official charged with running the system, Chancellor Glenn B. Dumke, does not understand the purposes of his position, nor the purposes of a university.

All systems of education exist for a single purpose, to educate. All teachers, professors, and administrators in any educational system owe their existence to the simple fact that there are students to serve. Their presence is the reason for their existence, if they are honest with themselves and rest with those they serve; the students.

The historical purposes to which universities have applied themselves have been the pleasing of scholarship; places to search for unknown truths; places to pass the knowledge and attainments of past generations to the present one. All this was done in the continuous hope that the students would see the rightness of this activity as no other period of human history. The Chancellor appears to be acting, not as the advocate of the students, but as an agent of the state. In his latest proposal, to curb the quest for knowledge, to endanger the academic life of so-called "professional students."

The primary function of a university is to turn out graduates, but to educate. Sometimes it is because of variation in temperament and purpose, the goal that is sought by an individual is not a diploma, but a thorough understanding of the human condition. To attain such a goal one must often venture far from declared academic objectives. If one individual for seeking out knowledge, seen to be the height of folly, and is opposed to the purposes of a university.

If this proposal is passed, as it probably will, we have entered the purpose of teachers and administrators from emphasis on the training of producers for those who seek college or university graduates.

Ronald Gordon Orakh, Jr, Student

18-year-olds step closer to full adult rights

A constitutional amendment to lower the drinking age has come one step closer to passage, according to its author Assemblyman Robert Nimmo (R-Atlanta). Nimmo's measure, the Assembly Concurrent Act (ACA) 14, was recently passed by the Assembly Committee on Constitutional Amendments despite what Nimmo termed "strong and determined opposition." The bill was defeated during two previous legislative sessions; it was killed again this year by the Constitutional Amendments committee, but Nimmo obtained reconsideration.

ACA 14 and its companion bill, Assembly Bill (AB) 711 now go to the Assembly floor where they are scheduled to be heard before the Legislature reconvenes in January.

"The real issue involved is not the right of eighteen-year-olds to buy and consume alcoholic beverages," according to Nimmo, "but rather the equal consideration of all adults under the law. While none of us is pleased with the possibility of an increase in the consumption of alcoholic beverages by those of us are disturbed by the problem which alcohol can produce, we must recognize that all adults are entitled to equal consideration as guaranteed by the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Under our current laws, eighteen-year-olds are expected to exercise adult responsibility in all matters except the consumption of alcoholic beverages.

Nimmo pointed out that his legislation would not actually lower the drinking age, but would place the question on the ballot for decision by the voters of California. "This is a controverted question of public policy," Nimmo said, "and I should be decided by the people in accordance with the democratic principles by which we have arrived at such questions for nearly 200 years."

Earlier this month, Nimmo's AB 711 was endorsed by the state Republican Party Convention as a part of a G.O.P. Youth Resolution. The resolution called for an eighteen-year-old Bill of Rights and equal treatment for eighteen-year-old adults.

LOW Car Insurance Rates For Young Drivers
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* Who have had California Drivers License for 1 year
* Who have had no accidents

STRAND-MURRELL Insurance Agency

1124 Wapato St.
San Luis Obispo
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KING'S
Beginning with a slow pan of a sparrow napthy valley to the best of some soft rock, Norman Jewison's "Jesus Christ Superstar" (Obispo) is at once a Tom rice of "Hair" fame, the event's out loose locations in Israel for about 80,000 a day, are in a world breathtaking. They add a sense of something unreal happening, something that should never have happened. It is a frenzied nightmare of sorts, a Catch-22 crazy feeling with uncle chasing Jesus across the desert. Photomontage sweeping down on him and Roman guards with machine gun.

"Jesus Christ Superstar" is an updated version of all that happened, not only in the first of the New Testament, but all that has happened since. The film of today's world are used extensively throughout and very effectively. Religion, Christ, love for mankind has no time boundaries.

The film is highlighted by some great acting performances. Carl Anderson, as Judas, is the best of the bunch. Jesus is portrayed with some compassion for Christ, trimming with tone of power and emotion. Yvonne Elliman, as Mary Magdalene who has been with the production since its beginning, is also great. Her tender solo moments in the film are almost spiritual. Twenty-nine, year old Ted Nowskey, as Christ, rounds out an impressive cast. I found, however, his high falsetto voice very uncomfortable at times.

The final scene where the players head their bus—without the player that played Jesus, an interesting one. Jewison wanted to preserve an aura of mystery about religion in his production, a production that I highly recommend to you. Carmen. Weasel.
Stereo West

offers some advice on How to Buy a Stereo System

Buying a new stereo isn't as easy as it may sound. Not only must you worry about how much to spend and what products to buy, but you have to be sure you're getting a "good deal." The following suggestions may well serve as a simple survival manual "before you hit the street."

1 Beware of superdeals on music systems or speakers which are house-brand, private label or custom built. To insure fat profit margins (while showing "great savings") many stereo shops now have "house-brand" or "private label" components which are found only at their store. The going price of this equipment is generally "as much as the traffic will bear."

2 Some dealers make a living on selling discontinued, close-out merchandise. Unfortunately, many of these dealers don't really care whether a current special is particularly good for the consumer. Some products are discontinued because they have proved to be unreliable "Turkeys" and are poor values at any price.

3 An examination of the fine print in all advertisements — especially those phrases connected to asterisks in hard to locate positions on the page — will make you aware of a common "rip-off." Almost without exception, the mere existence of fine print represents some meaningful qualifications to the generous claims made in BOLD PRINT.

4 When you're on the street... and about to spend your hard earned money, shop carefully but don't become too preoccupied with getting the "lowest possible price." Your goal should be to get good sounds from good compatible and dependable equipment. What counts equally is the people involved and your long term satisfaction.

We wish you the best of luck and happy listening.

Stereo West

The Good Sounds People

782 Higuera Cal Poly University Union
Student may be Mayor...

What really happened to the summer of '73?

Editor's note: Tommy Smith is a guest columnist for Mustang Daily. He is a representative of the black student community.

Hello brothers and sisters and friends. What's happening with you? How's everyone doing? I'm not here to give a political opinion, but I do believe that this is one of the most exciting times of the year.

Since Cayucos is not a charted city the mayor's function is conducted somewhat like the Ugly Man contest here on campus, with vases quizzing 1 cent apiece. The winner is the person with the most money left in his name in containers kept by local merchants.

Involvement from the student body, the Citizen's Advisory Council, and the governing body, the Citizen's Advisory Council, is what the community is all about.

One of the problems Fields hopes to deal with is that of over-population.

"I think there is police harassment in Cayucos by the Sheriff's deputies," as mayor I'd like to bring the community together. Old and young have too much in common with each other.

"I would try to keep the people informed," he continues. "We have a population of about 1,800 right now, and we should be working to keep the total growth to around 2,800."

"Fields' biggest gripe about the election is that 38 per cent of the money taken in by the election process returns as a kickback to Cayucos based organizations. Students are not considered a Cayucos based organization so none of the money donated in his name will be returned.

"Hailing from Santa Monica, Fields is an army veteran and a 2-year-old Poly '61 junior here. In order to raise funds for the campaign Fields is sponsoring a larger tomorrow at his house in Cayucos. "Take Highway 1 to Cayucos and turn left on Cypress Street. My house is number 141. We'll be at it from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. October sixth I'm leaving a flyer by at Hardy Park in Cayucos."

"Vote will be counted during the fall festival in Cayucos October 11 and 12."

Since Cayucos is not a charted city the mayor's function is conducted somewhat like the Ugly Man contest here on campus, with vases quizzing 1 cent apiece. The winner is the person with the most money left in his name in containers kept by local merchants.
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Earthquake never came

MENDO PAPER, CALIF. (UP) — Six months after predicting an earthquake would hit the quake-prone Hollister area of central California, government scientists admit their forecast was wrong. "We were just wrong," Robert Wesson, of the National Center for Earthquake Research, conceded Thursday.

The admission of failure on government scientists' first attempt to forecast earth movements was particularly embarrassing because the Hollister area is sometimes called the "earthquake capital of the world," and normally one expects two or three moderate earthquakes a year, plus additional minor quakes.

Wesson and others at the center here maintained early this year that a moderate quake was due on a section of the San Andreas fault, 30 miles south of Hollister.

The U.S. Geological Survey in Washington announced the official prediction last March 8 that an earthquake of about Richter magnitude 5.8 would take place "within the next several months."

But for the past six months, since the prediction was made, the San Andreas fault around Hollister has been unusually quiet, especially the Bona Canyon area where the coming quake was pinpointed.

"I still think earthquake prediction is really coming," Wesson said. "I just don't know how to proceed. We have to go back to the drawing board."

Moonlighting rule may soon free instructors

LOS ANGELES (UP) — The state university and college trustees recently resumed their discussions of the faculty moonlighting problem and appeared headed toward a more lenient attitude.

The latest proposal would allow a professor to either teach one class at another campus or hold a job outside his normal working hours that would demand no more of his time than would teaching an additional class.

Family leaders have long opposed restrictions and Prof. Charles Adams, chairman of the state's Academic Senate said the system needs only to make clear that faculty members are expected to carry out their assigned duties.

In earlier meetings, the trustees have approved pay increases of 6.5 per cent for faculty members coupled with a 4.5 per cent increase in faculty fringe benefits for the 1976-77 academic year; approved a campus building program of $71.1 million for fiscal 1977-78; the first phase of a five-year building plan expected to cost more than $40 million; and changed regulations permitting comptrollers to place on probation any student who repeatedly withdraws from a program of studies or fails to make adequate progress toward a degree. Dismissal would then follow.
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The jar is approximately 6 fl. oz. high and 10 fl. ounces in circumference. It's filled with Swinglee Tofu staples. (Look for the clue about Tofu capacity in the coupon.)

The Tofu 50° staple is unconditionally guaranteed. It staples, tacks, mends, Only $14.40 with 1,000 staples at your stationery, variety or college bookstore.
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Supported Native News
Seventh rated Mustangs clash with Highlanders

The California Collegiate Athletic Association championship may well be decided Saturday night when the Mustangs travel to the University of California at Riverside for the first time ever meeting with the Highlanders. Kick-off is at 7:30.

The big cliche that is always heard from coaches is that the game just coming up is a "crucial" contest. In the CCAA that isn't really a cliche. With only four conference contests, every game is crucial and the line can virtually eliminate a team from championship consideration. The Mustangs won their first CCAA contest two weeks ago by a 48-41 margin and UCR has yet to play a conference game. The Highlanders are 1-1 on the year.

The Highlanders will have plenty of emotion and some hard feelings to fire themselves up for the contest. The hard feelings result from the fact that UCR beat the Mustangs for the CCAA championship and also compiled a 5-1 season record but the Mustangs, and not UCR, were picked to compete in the postseason Camellia Bowl. To hear the grumblings in the UCR press releases, the Highlanders will be out for justice Saturday night.

The Mustangs may have been looking forward to the Mustang game too much last week when they fell victim to the University of California at Davis, 9-14, for the second year in a row. But they do present the Mustangs with a very experienced team. Eleven of the 13 returning letterman are starters and head coach Wayne Howard says, "We will try to strengthen our running game by throwing the ball a bit more and adding some phases of the triple option."

Taken by graduation was the starting quarterback but the huddle position seems to be strong with all-conference back Duane Williams leading the way. Three of four starters are returning to the defensive line, and the secondary has all four returning starters returning. The line backers are the hardest hit by graduation with only one returning starter available.

The Mustangs head into the game with a number seven ranking in the UPI small college poll with 18 votes and with a streak of 13 consecutive victories in the CCAA. The Mustangs have not lost a league game since coach Joe Harper's first year when Long Beach State turned the trick 13-7.

Out for three weeks due to an elbow injury will be the second leading rusher Pat Minato. He has gained 74 yards on 16 carries for a 4.6 average so far.

Cross country strides for initial triumph

Coach Larry Bridges' cross country team will be out for its first win of the young season this Saturday when the Mustangs host Fresno State University. The 8.5 mile run will get underway at noon on the old dirt track.

In last season opener the Mustangs, after only five days of practice, dominated the CCAA. The top ten finishes, as the Mustangs captured five of the top ten finishes. A roster of eight freshman, one sophomore, one junior and four seniors points up the fact that this is a very young team. One of those young team members, freshman Jim Warrick, took second place in the Idaho State meet with a time of 18:44 and was named the Runner of the Week.

The Wallins brothers, Russ and Rich, are two prominent returners who also turned in good times. Russ ran a 19:14 to take fourth place in the Idaho State meet to take seventh. Both are seniors and two-year letterman and have competed in the 1973 National Collegiate Athletic Association cross country championships.

Freshman Tony Nunez, who ran with Warrick on the Lompoc High School championship team of last fall, ended up in sixth place with a clocking of 18:52. Two teammates of Warrick rounded out the top ten finishers as he ran the course in 27:50.

Sports

Cross Country—vs. Fresno State University, noon, old dirt track, Saturday. Soccer—vs. St. Patrick's, 3:30, soccer field, Saturday. Swimming—open to students, Men's pool, free, from noon until 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. Cross Country—vs. Fresno State University, noon, old dirt track, Saturday. Swimming—open to students, Men's pool, free, from noon until 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.

MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS

Announcements

Apologies, wanted, help wanted, for sales or services, sell or trade.

Travel


Sports

L.A. Times & N.Y. Times, National sports, for sale at 725-8222 or 625-6795.

Far East

Here to America, season passes with move and storage, call 624-8175 or 624-1954.
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